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airstrike ii: gulf thunder is a sequel to the original airstrike ii game. the game
continues to be a stylish, fast-paced shooter, and it is designed to keep you glued to

your screen. the graphics are amazing, the explosions are awesome, and the
shooting mechanics are flawless. the new level, which is quite different from the

original airstrike ii, offers a more intense action. airstrike ii: gulf thunder is a game
that has a lot of charm in it, and that the developers have obviously worked hard
on, with a perfect 3d graphics, detailed models, and extremely clean animations.
the game also has a soundtrack that is magnificent, and a voice that has a lot of

entertainment in it. airstrike ii: gulf thunder is a game that offers us a great amount
of adrenaline rush. since its release last year, the game has received a lot of

positive feedback, with a rating of 4.3 in the esrb and a total of 10 awards at the
independent games festival. the game is not free to play, and a full version of the
game is available for $6.99 on steam. airstrike ii: gulf thunder offers us a frantic
shooting arcade, very much in line with the classic spacecraft shooters, with the

proviso that here we pilot a powerful combat helicopter and that all the graphics are
made in an impressive three dimensions. for the rest, everything remains true to
the premises of the genre: countless waves of enemies, shots and explosions that

flood the screen, possibility of collecting power-ups that will grant us new and
devastating skills, and a difficulty not suitable for newbies. if you are in a forest

during a lightning storm, look for a low-lying area with plenty of plant growth and
small shrubs. if you are in the wilderness hiking, biking or camping and there are no

buildings or vehicles available, always look for the lowest place possible to seek
shelter. however, be careful of flash floods if the thunderstorm is accompanied by
heavy rain. never wait out a thunderstorm on a boat or in the water, as these are

very common places for lightning strikes.
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i tried playing airstrike ii: gulf thunder in single-player mode and while it was
fun, i felt like there was a disconnect between the single-player game and the

multiplayer modes. the campaign is meant to be a solo affair, but the
multiplayer mode lets you team up with up to three other people. the ai for
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this mode is very good, but the game has problems with the cooperative
aspect. there's a lot of lag when you're on the same server with another

player. airstrike ii: gulf thunder is a fun game that lets you get into the role of
a helicopter pilot and go out on missions to destroy the terrorist base. the

game has a campaign mode that offers a set of ten missions with
progressively harder levels to tackle. the game also features a multiplayer

mode for up to three players. in multiplayer, the game provides three game
modes: team deathmatch, domination, and capture the flag. airstrike ii: gulf

thunder is a fun game that puts you in the cockpit of a helicopter and lets you
unleash missiles on a terrorist training base. while the campaign is rather short

and the multiplayer mode is very similar to the campaign, both modes work
very well. if you love helicopters and want a game that gives you a chance to
fly one, this is a good game to pick up. airstrike ii: gulf thunder is a helicopter

simulation game where you get to shoot your way through a top-down
shooter. the game features 10 missions that have you attacking a terrorist

training camp from the air. the game is fun and full of helicopters, but as the
campaign gets going the gameplay gets repetitive. the multiplayer mode is

also rather basic, so if you're looking for a more polished experience, you may
want to pass on this title. 5ec8ef588b
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